Reinvention:
Progress never comes from standing still.

AT A GLANCE
The University of Pittsburgh is a state-related research university founded as the Pittsburgh Academy in 1787. Pitt is a member of the Association of American Universities, which comprises 63 preeminent doctorate-granting research institutions in North America.

MISSION
To leverage knowledge—through teaching, research and community service—for society’s gain.

Learn more: planforpitt.pitt.edu

PITTSBURGH CAMPUS
4200 Fifth Ave. Pittsburgh, PA 15260
412-624-4141
pitt.edu

REGIONAL CAMPUSES
Bradford, Greensburg, Johnstown, Titusville

FOUNDED
February 28, 1787

COLORS
Royal Blue and Gold

ACCREDITATION
Middle States Commission on Higher Education

CARNEGIE CLASSIFICATION
Doctoral Universities: Highest Research Activity

MEMBER
Association of American Universities

ATHLETICS
NCAA Division I, Atlantic Coast Conference

PITTSBURGH CAMPUS MASCOT
Roc the Panther

STUDENT PROFILE (fall 2021)
33,861
University of Pittsburgh Total Enrollment (all campuses)

Women: 19,036
Men: 14,825

Total Undergraduate Enrollment by Ethnicity

- 7% Black or African American (total: 1,431)
- 14% Asian (total: 2,839)
- 8% Hispanic or Latino (total: 1,521)
- 5% Two or More Races (total: 1,061)
- 2% Race Unknown (total: 452)
- 64% White (total: 12,871)

2,804 international students from more than 100 countries

93.4% first-year-to-sophomore retention rate

5:1 student-to-faculty ratio (Pittsburgh campus)

Pittsburgh Campus Enrollment
Undergraduate  19,980
Graduate  6,799
Doctoral/Professional Practice  2,459
Total Enrollment  29,238

Regional Campus Enrollment  4,623

ALUMNI PROFILE
(2022, all campuses)
318,000 alumni spanning the globe

18 alumni chapters in 13 states

8 international alumni chapters

NOTABLE ALUMNI
Pitt alumni have excelled in nearly every profession, from arts and entertainment (novelist Michael Chabon; Hollywood legend Gene Kelly) to environmentalism (Nobel Peace Prize winner Wangari Muta Maathai) and from science and technology (MRI developer Paul Lauterbur and “Father of Television” Vladimir Zworykin) to sports (football icons Tony Dorsett, Mike Ditka, and Dan Marino and Olympic gold medalist John Woodruff).

ECONOMIC IMPACT
(all campuses)

$4.2 billion economic impact annually

$20 generated in PA for every $1 invested in Pitt and its students

$184 million in tax revenue returned to state and local governments

$1.7 billion spent by Pitt and its faculty, staff, students and visitors on PA businesses
RANKINGS

**TOP ranked public university in the Northeast**
—The Wall Street Journal/Times Higher Education

**TOP 2%** of universities globally
—U.S. News & World Report

**#20** among U.S. public universities
—U.S. News & World Report

**#1** best value public college in Pennsylvania
—Kiplinger’s Personal Finance

**TOP 10** in NIH research support
—National Institutes of Health data

REPUTATION

Pitt’s philosophy department is ranked fifth in the world, according to the 2022 QS World University Rankings by Subject. Pitt also was highly rated for nursing (21st) and medicine (61st).


In 2019 Reuters ranked Pitt 52nd on its list of the world’s 100 most innovative universities based on such criteria as research output and patent filings. In fact, Pitt innovators launched 15 start-ups, acquired 88 patents, generated 132 licenses and option deals, and filed 394 invention disclosures in fiscal year 2020.

In 2020, Pitt received INSIGHT Into Diversity’s Higher Education Excellence in Diversity Award for its outstanding commitment to diversity and inclusion. This was the fourth consecutive year Pitt was on the list of top colleges for diversity.

Pitt’s Cathedral of Learning and Allegheny Observatory are designated as landmarks in the National Register of Historic Places. Four Pitt buildings have earned Pennsylvania state historical designations, and 17 buildings are Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation Historic Landmarks.

STUDENT AWARDS AND HONORS

- **8** Rhodes scholars
- **11** Marshall scholars
- **63** Goldwater scholars
- **13** Truman scholars
- **10** Udall scholars
- **2** Churchill scholars
- **1** Gates Cambridge scholars

**TOP producer** of Fulbright scholars five out of the past six years.
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Deans

Kenneth P. Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences and General Studies
Kathleen M. Blee

Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business and College of Business Administration
Arjang A. Assad

Dental Medicine
Bernard J. Costello III

Education
Valerie Kinloch

Swanson School of Engineering
James R. Martin II

Health and Rehabilitation Sciences
Anthony Delitto

Computing and Information
Bruce Childers

Law
Amy J. Wildermuth

Medicine
Anantha Shekhar

Nursing
Jacqueline Dunbar-Jacob

Pharmacy
Patricia D. Kroboth

Public Health
Maureen Lichtveld
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1Most recent data
2Most recent ranking April 2021
3Most recent ranking 2019
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